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Introduction

paper the flow field over a class of two-dimensiorml lifting slwfnrrs

the viewpoint of inviscid, hypersonic slnall-(listurl)nll(.{’ theory

(HSDT). It is WCIIknown that a flow field in which the shock

to the body shape F(x) is only possible for F(.r ) = .rk m-id
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to the surface. The surfaces are considered to correspond to the Iou-er compression

surface of a twmdimensinal wing, Since the pressure difference across t Ile shock

induced by this surface is of higher order than that of the shock induced hy the

upper expansion surface we neglect the contribution of the upper surface t~~rhe lift

or drag.

Similarity Solution

This section is a formulation of our problem in the framework of hypersonic

small-disturbance theory. If we substitute the scaled variables y = ~ rmcl t = T,

with J = thickness ratio, together with the asymptotic representations for veim ity,

pressure and density into the equations of motion and neglect 0(62 j terms we obtain

n reduced problem with the longitudinal momentum equation uncoupled frCJI_Il t IN

rest of the problem, This longitudinal momentum equation can later be (Ietmmilml

using the Bernoulli equation.

For a slender airfoil we write for the body surface ~ = AF(z) with nssocintcll

shock shape ~ = 65’(z). See figure 1,

Next, we change the (z, ~)-coordinate system to the (z, rj)-coordinate systmn.

where # b the stream function. See figure 2. We further rhnnge from ( .r, I,I) t(1

(r, () coordinates, where { is the shock location x = ~, i.e. the r-locnti,m ~vlwr~’

rm incoming streamline crosses the shoc!(. See figure 2 and 3, N~~te, tlmt. 1,1[111(If

me related by ti(~ )* = f, where 4(() = +Q cm be d(!trmii:~fi I)Y n sf~].nll~!i(lll

~
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of variables argument together with the cent inuity and moment ~ml P(lImt ion as

8(<) = ~a{k-l, .41s0 note that now the density can be written in trrms ~>frlw

pressure using the entropy equation and the shock conclit ions. Finally. wc oht~ill

for our basic prol’l~m:

2 c ~+l~p.c e(+)>
Continuity — —

+ w ~
—=

P’+ ax at

ap’ &r9
Momentum ~ +e(f)= = c1

Shock conditions p-( {, f j = p; = @z(f)

L’”({,:) = u: = e(()

7+ldF(z)
Boundary Condition v“(z, O) = y ~

where C2 = Z#, u = ~Lf*,p= ~p’.

For the similarity solution we have

(G)

and

U-(r, f) = ku k-1#-+T[;(?)) (it

where q = $ is the similarity variable, Therefore we ohtnin , togethrr wit !I t lit’

shock codtiona (3) and (4) , R(l) = 1 and L:(l) = 1. The hmudmy c~nlflit ifnl [3)

can be USA to determine the constant a, If we substitute (G) n.ml (7) into wllmr i{}lls

(1) nncl (2) we obtain

3



The initial value problem we obtained can be solved numerically using a R llnqc-

Kut ta method, where we are interested in the cases where k > 1. sot e that the

special case of the Xewtornian limit y = 1 can be solved completely analytically.

Evaluation of C~’2/CD

.At first we will study the case where f = O which is the case of the original

power law shape, Obs~rve that as q ~ O we find that

R(r)) = cl#-2k u(q) = col)*-k. ( 10)

The coefficients co and c1 are determined using equations ($) and (9). From the

Winition of the lift and drag coefficients and equations (6) and (7) we oht nin t IN’

following formula:

3k-~ &
(11)ci’2 = /y~(~k _ 1)3/2 ~“

CD

We find that a maximum value of ~ = 1.569 is attained at k = 1.13 for -/ = ~.

This result agrees with a result by Co/~ and Aroesf~4 who suggeste[l that Ix) fly

shapes which are slightly more concave than a flat plate have superior pcrf[mlmlm’,

Next, w wish to investigate the behavior of # for < # 0, Tiw Illlflvrlyillg

idea for constructing a wider class oflifting surfaces is to 11.sethe strmunlinvs of (Jllr

Imsir flow field as the elements of the surface, Then the lifting wlrfncr is f(mllo(l I)y

th~w strwunlinmi that penetrnte the lm~ic shock stu-fnm t,hrmigh thr points on t IN

4
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leading edge curve, See figure 1. Let us now define the lift and the drag rm”ffiri(’nts

as functions of $.

The integral in the last equation can be found by using the momentum ml~mtic,n,

‘3A ence

Similarity, we have for the drag coefficient

Using momentum and continuity we can integrate and obtain

F!nally, we obtain for the formula for a general two-dimensional w~veridrr

(14)

(13)

1’ (;]



atq= &. .\n ex~nation of the behat~ior of $& sho~vs an increase of tl~e

maxima as ~ increases while the k where the maxima are attained also increase.

The highest maximum value of ~ is the limiting case { ~ cc and ~.~,,= +x

which corresponds to the body shape supporting exponential shock shapm. TIw

limiting value is %:( = 1.5795. This special c~e was worked out earlier hy Cole

and .4reosty1.

Concluding Remarks

It is my great pleasure to express at this point my gratitude to Professor J dian

D. Cole W}lo suggested this problem to me and provided me with very helpful advice

and guidance.

Details of above investigations can be found in lVagner9, The analysis is l)il~t

of a study of optimum lifting surfaces using HSI)T and will be used, in a sulwqlwnt

paper, to design three-dimensional waveriders supported by two-clirnensionill fhnv

fields. This represents a generalization of the iden by iVonu~eiler2 to design thret”-

dimensional inverted-V wings supported by the t we-dimensional flow field genrrnt cd

by a flat plate.

This work was supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Resenrcll lulth~r

grant AFOSR 88-0037.
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Figure 1: Domain of BVP In dimensional coordinates
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Figure 2: Domain of BV P in (@. x]-coordinates
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Figure 3: Domain of BVP In (4,x) - coordinates
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